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SCOTTISH ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AGENCY 
 

AGENCY BOARD MEETING  
 

The one hundred and sixty-first meeting of the Agency Board took place at 1.00pm on Tuesday 28 
May 2019 in the Board Room, Angus Smith Building, Eurocentral, Lanarkshire ML1 4WQ 

 

Present: 
  
Terry A’Hearn  Martin Hill 
Bob Downes (Chair) Nick Martin 
Nicola Gordon Bill McKelvey 
Richard Dixon Keith Nicholson  
Michelle Francis  Lesley Sawers 
Fran van Dijk  
 
 
In Attendance: 
 
Donna Brodie Commercial Services Manager (item 17 only) 
Ian Buchanan Chief Officer Compliance and Beyond 
Catherine Cunningham Executive Support Manager 
Neil Deasley Unit Manager (item 11 and 14.1 only) 
Craig Fraser Graduate Trainee (item 10 only)  
Martin Grey Head of Communications (items 1-15 only) 
Jo Green Chief Officer, Performance and Innovation 
John Kenny Chief Officer Circular Economy  
Fiona Martin Chief Officer People and Property 
Stuart McGregor Chief Officer, Finance 
Jennifer McWhirter Clerk to the Board  
David Pirie Executive Director (Evidence & Flooding) 
Allan Reid Commercial Services Director (item 17 only) 
Anne Turner Business Strategy Unit Manager (items 1-9 only) 
Rebecca Walker Head of Materials (item 10, 11 and 16 only) 
 
 
1 Chair’s opening remarks 
  
 The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting. 

 
The Chair welcomed Anne Turner to the meeting. He welcomed Shelley Rennie, Board 
Business Manager who has joined us today from Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) to observe a 
SEPA Agency Board meeting. 
 
The Chair confirmed that no fire drills were planned and provided details of the evacuation 
procedure. 
 
He confirmed that no members of the public were in attendance.  

  
2 Apologies for absence 
  
 No apologies for absence were received. 
 
3 Order of Business 
  
 The order of business was confirmed as advertised on the agenda.  

 
Michelle Francis asked that an update on EU elections take place under AOB. 
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4 Declarations of Interest 
  
 Richard Dixon declared an interest in relation to  items 10 (Plastics (SEPA 21/19)) and 11 

(SEPA and Climate Change (SEPA 22/19)) on the Board agenda, due to his position as 
Director of Friends of the Earth Scotland 

  
5 Approval of minutes of meeting of 30 April 2019 
  
 The minutes of the meeting held on 30 April 2019 were approved as an accurate record of 

that meeting. 
  
6 Matters arising 
  

The Clerk to the Board introduced the item and advised that: 
 
Action 581: Colleagues leading the Graduate recruitment have been advised to consider when 
we next recruit in 2021, how best to give some wider opportunities for Board engagement in 
the recruitment process. The action is now closed. 
 
Action 582: SEPA aims to install LED lights across its estate. Currently all the major buildings 
with the exception of Angus Smith and Inverdee in Aberdeen have LED lights installed. LED 
lights have also been installed in Ayr, Glasgow and Elgin. Substantial Capital Investment is 
required however, this is challenging due to a constrained capital budget. The action is now 
closed. 
 
Action 583:  These will be built into future reports, beginning in July 2019. The action is 
ongoing. 
 
Action 584: This will be reported to the Board once complete. The action is ongoing. 
 
Action 585:  We have considered replacing risk R035 with a wider risk around culture change 
but, consider that it is important to retain a separate risk and focus on embedding a Safe 
SEPA Culture. We will also look separately at what other specific risks should be raised in 
relation to wider culture change. The action is now closed. 
 
Action 586:  Assessment is underway to understand the issue of tracking missed calls. The 
action is ongoing. 
 
Action 587: Discussions are ongoing with Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH). A joint workshop is 
being arranged with SNH, including attendees from SASA and other relevant organisations to 
identify a way forward. The action is ongoing. 
 
Action 588: A date is being identified. The action is ongoing. 
 
Action 589: An update on this will be provided at the June Board Strategy Meeting. The action 
is ongoing. 
 
Action 590: This will be discussed in June. The action is ongoing 
 
Action 591: The Annual Operating Plan 2019-20 is now published. The icon was changed and 
the text amended to reflect Board Members’ comments. The action is now closed 
 
Action 592: The Agency Management team is discussing how to improve performance 
measures and will give an update at the June Strategy Board. The action is ongoing.  
 
Action 593: Initial conversations have taken place with respect to a communications plan, 
which will be progressed and built into the work going forward. We will continue to keep the 
Board updated and consider areas where the Board could help.  The action is now closed. 
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The Board noted the updates. 

  
7 Chair’s Report – verbal update 
  
 The Chair provided a verbal update. 

 
He advised that he has been continuing with Board appraisals and thanked Board members 
for their input to these. He confirmed that he had spoken to both the Chief Executive and the 
Clerk to the Board about certain things coming from the appraisals. 
 
The Chair highlighted his one to one meetings with Agency Management Team members, 
which have continued during May 2019. These meetings are held quarterly. 
 
On 2 May 2019, he met with Katriona Carmichael, Scottish Government. The meeting 
focussed on policy issues such as Climate Change. 
 
On 14 May 2019, the Chair attended a Climate Change Seminar with Chris Stark, CEO, 
Committee for Climate Change. The subject of the Seminar was ‘How should decarbonisation 
affect our future infrastructure provision’. The Chair highlighted the good policy context for key 
climate change issues. 
 
The Chair advised that he had attended a SEPA Board recruitment-planning meeting on 16 
May 2019 in St Andrew’s House. He asked Board Members to use their networks to help 
promote the vacancies. He advised that the posts would be advertised within the next few 
weeks, closing mid-July with interviews in early September. New Board Members will be in 
place and have participated in the induction programme  for January 2020. 
 
The Board noted the update. 

  
8 Management Reports 
  
8.1 Chief Executive’s Report (SEPA 17/19) 
  
 The Chief Executive introduced his report. 

 
He advised that the Agency Management Team had a good session on Forward Financial 
Planning on 23 May 2019. The outputs from this work will come back to the Board in June 
2019. 
 
He provided an update on the Compliance and Beyond structure work and advised that a 
further 300 staff are now in the matching process, which is going well. 
 
The Board noted the update on the Low Carbon Energy Roundtable event (section 3.5.1) and 
advised that it would be useful to add more information in future reports providing an overview 
of key conclusions or next steps. 
 
In response to a question, Jo Green advised that the Sustainable Growth Agreement for Low 
Carbon Heat will be launched on 22 June 2019. 
 
The Board queried the implementation of the real time observation webcams (section 2.1) and 
the security protocols in place. David Pirie confirmed that an update on the technical data will 
be provided.  

Action: David Pirie 
 

In response to a question (section 3.5.2) Jo Green advised that the Stakeholder events on 
Environmental Principles and Governance had helped to increase stakeholder understanding 
and was very useful. Jo Green highlighted that other attendees had raised similar points to 
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SEPA however; no decisions have been made as yet. Scottish Government is looking at all 
information received. 
 
The Board noted the work on water scarcity (section 1.2.1) and were advised that the 
consultation will be launched in early Autumn and is aimed at the longer term of five to ten 
years. The Board will be updated on the consultation responses. 
 
In response to a question on the timescales for the programme of automation for all services 
(section 3.1), the Board were advised that this is the start of SEPA’s journey and that we are 
still at the early stages. David Pirie confirmed that SEPA has been shortlisted for a Holyrood 
Connect Digital Award.  
 
A future Board session will be planned to look at the progress of our digital licensing work with 
a further session on wider technological investments at a later date. 

Action: David Pirie 
 
The Board noted the report. 
 

8.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Quarter 4 Financial Monitoring Report (SEPA 18/19) 
 
Stuart McGregor introduced the report. 
 
Stuart McGregor advised that the report covers the financial year from 01 April 2018 until 31 
March 2019. He highlighted that SEPA managed its operating expenditure within income 
forecast for the year, to produce a surplus of £2,011k. A total of £1,756k was invested in non-
current assets in the year. SEPA achieved cash balance at 31 March 2019 of £326k; £174k 
lower than the target of £500k and managed expenditure within resource budget targets set by 
Scottish Government. 
 
He advised that there is an issue with the draft GiA allocation letter whereby some previously 
agreed items have not been included, this is being discussed with Scottish Government. He 
highlighted that the pension deficit has increased slightly and that a fuller update will be 
provided with the Annual Report and Accounts. 
 
In response to a question on the overspend in network communications of £361k (table 3.4), 
the Board were advised this was due to timing issues about efficiencies. David Pirie advised 
that this overspend included broadband, mobile phones and gauging station lines. The 
savings that could have been made were overstated and we could not transfer the lines as 
quickly as we hoped. 
 
An update on the total expenditure for network communications will be circulated to the Board. 

Action: David Pirie 
 
The Board questioned the high turnover numbers in table 3.4 under the heading staff costs. 
Stuart McGregor advised that the drive is to identify savings and that the budget is being 
squared using turnover. He advised that difficulties in the Job Evaluation system this year 
have resulted in recruitment of temporary staff however, we are working on delivery of 
recurring savings to stop this process. The Board advised this method gives no visibility of 
spend and that turnover should be reduced. 
 
Stuart McGregor confirmed that more detail and analyses of turnover will be provided in the 
next quarterly report. 

Action: Stuart McGregor 
 
In response to a question about the impact on staff as a result of the number of vacancies 
being carried, the Chief Executive confirmed that the Job Evaluation Process is making the 
creation and filling of posts very difficult. Change is needed as well as a financial plan to help 
address these issues. The results of the Health and Wellbeing Survey showed that this is only 
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8.3 

one area which is affecting staff, other systemic issues are being addressed. Fiona Martin 
advised that posts, which are no longer needed, are included in this number however; posts 
cannot be removed without consultation with Unison. The Chief Executive clarified that 
removing vacancies does not mean jobs are being cut. 
 
The Board noted that a discussion on turnover budget and staff vacancies will be part of the 
June Forward Financial Planning Session. 
                                                                                                            Action: Stuart McGregor 
 
The Board requested that equalities impacts are noted in the report.  
 
The Board noted the report. 
 
Health, Safety and Wellbeing Annual Performance Report (SEPA 19/19) 
 
Fiona Martin introduced the session with Lisa Leahy in attendance. 
 
Fiona Martin advised that the reporting period is the Financial Year 2018-2019. 
 
Lisa Leahy advised that the good work achieved in year was because of a collaborative effort 
across the organisation but that there is still a lot of work to do. 
 
The Board noted that although the number of proactive reports is still low, the number has 
increased which shows staff are more comfortable in reporting these.  The Board suggested 
highlighting to staff where pro-active reporting has led to improvements. Lisa Leahy described 
some examples of articles in response to particular incidents raising awareness so staff know 
what to do/not to do and what to report. 
 
In response to a question about whether the Safe SEPA approach has helped with reporting, 
Lisa Leahy advised that it is still early days but that it will help with incident reporting, that work 
with Senior Responsible Officers is improving and that the Safe SEPA business plan is now 
published.  
 
In response to a question about training, Lisa Leahy confirmed that staff cannot perform a task 
until the relevant training has been completed. She also advised that the numbers of training 
outstanding also includes re-certification and top-up courses. The Board asked that this 
clarification be included in future reports and suggested as a footnote. 
 
The Board asked that an update on the implementation of Bodycams as well as more 
information on the nature of violence and aggression incidents (section 4.4) be included in 
future reports as well as the clarification around training.  

Action: Fiona Martin/Lisa Leahy 
 
The Board asked for clarification on failure of procedures incidents (section 4.3). Lisa Leahy 
advised that these were instances where lab processes were not correctly followed or where 
lone working staff returned to the office and did not advise the SCC of their safe return. The 
Board asked that the heading be changed to reflect that the incidents are failure to follow 
procedure and asked that the ideas of text reminders for lone working staff be explored. The 
Board also asked that the wording around trends be revisited. 
 
The Board noted the report. 
 

9 Annual Review of Performance 2018-2019 (SEPA 20/19) 
  
 Jo Green introduced the session with Anne Turner in attendance. 

 
Jo Green advised that the reporting period is the financial year 2018-2019 and that this will 
form part of the Annual Report coming to the Board in July 2019. 
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She confirmed that in summary, ten of the fifteen targets have been achieved. The five targets 
not achieved were; water environment – physical condition, sector plans, sustainable growth 
agreements and clearer permits. An update on all targets has been included in the report. 
 
In response to a question, Jo Green advised the targets and measures for 2019/2020 would 
be discussed at the June Strategy Board meeting. 
 
In response to a question about where the CO2 levels are recorded when joint work is 
undertaken David Pirie advised that in the case of the Sir John Murray, if others use the boat, 
the CO2 is recorded against that agency, if the work is joint, it is recorded against SEPA. The 
Board commented that thought should be given to the impact of Commercial Services work. 
 
In response to a question on the simplifying of permits, Ian Buchanan confirmed that he issues 
in principle had been dealt with over the last year and that the group of managers involved 
means that we are in a better place for the end of September 2019.  
 
In response to a question on the changes around producing information and evidence John 
Kenny highlighted the work being done to help sector leads and David Pirie highlighted that it 
is about cross functional group working. Keith Nicholson offered his help and support in 
relation to improving information/documentation management. 
 
The Board discussed  that targets were noted as either achieved or not achieved however, for 
many targets the strategic story is important as this shows real progress. 

 
The Board noted the report 

  
10 Plastics (SEPA 21/19) 
  
 John Kenny introduced the session with Rebecca Walker and Craig Fraser in attendance. 

 
John Kenny advised that SEPA takes a supply chain approach to the management of 
materials with regulatory levers and influences across supply chain from upstream Producer 
Responsibility to the regulation of sites further downstream. The breadth of this work is set out 
in SEPA’s Waste to Resources Framework. 
 
Rebecca Walker introduced the session and advised that Craig Fraser has been working on 
Plastics Pollution and Landfills. The report is an output of a 6-month project he has undertaken 
in this area. The project looked at the whole supply chain; how we regulate or influence these 
and the impact of this waste being sent to countries who cannot cope. 
 
Craig Fraser explained that there are three main areas to consider; upstream where there is 
not a lot of regulation and where we do not yet have a great deal of influence, use and reuse 
where we are working in partnership with others, and downstream where we have regulations 
to help us. He also advised there are pathways which should not be part of the supply chain 
but are including illegal disposal (flytipping), sewers and application of materials to land. 
 
As a result of this work, three areas of focus for SEPA were identified: plastics pellet (nurdle) 
escapes, dry recyclable waste and material to land. We also have an opportunity to 
communicate internally and externally to show others how to look at this. 
 
The Board noted the three area of focus and advised that there are two big opportunities in the 
Circular Economy Bill and the September Programme for Government that SEPA should look 
to input into. 
 
In response to a question, Rebecca Walker advised that Scotland segregates waste, but does 
not  processes it, this is done in England. She advised that paper and plastics are more likely 
to be exported. SEPA’s TFS Team tracks this waste as far as they can. 
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The Board discussed recycling and the regulation of the production of plastics.  Rebecca 
Walker confirmed that SEPA regulate PPC permits. 
 
In response to a question about what was being sought from the Board the Chief Executive 
advised that this is a massive issue that has been the subject of a progressive discussion 
around focus and asked for a steer from the Board.  The Board highlighted the need to use the 
Board effectively for endorsement or scrutiny. 
 
The Chief Executive advised that there are opportunities in sector plans to do more, for 
example around partnership working, and highlighted work currently being done with a 
supermarket chain to look at opportunities. This includes reducing the amount of water used to 
shape potatoes. This sort of innovation will be used in all areas including plastics. 
 
The Board noted the report 

  
11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SEPA and Climate Change (SEPA 22/19) 
 
Jo Green introduced the session with Neil Deasley in attendance. 
 
Jo Green highlighted that the increase in focus on climate change shows the importance of 
our One Planet Prosperity Strategy and reaffirms our direction. Scottish Government have 
been clear about the climate emergency. The Programme for Government will be aligned 
around this and SEPA has an opportunity to work with Scottish Government to help. 
 
The Board were advised that the paper summarises recent policy and societal developments 
to tackle the climate emergency and sets out early thinking on next steps for SEPA. 
 
The Chief Executive advised that the organisation is working towards change and One Planet 
Prosperity however, the biggest challenge in SEPA is how to direct resources to deal with the 
real issues. SEPA’s response to the climate emergency is being discussed by the Agency 
Management Team, the urgency is there and we are just deciding the priority actions to take.  
Jo Green highlighted that it is not just about internal change but about Strategy. 
 
The Board highlighted that this is a key opportunity to influence Scottish Government and help 
tackle the climate emergency and how SEPA’s actions must reflect the ambition.  The Board 
also discussed other opportunities including working with the Infrastructure Commissioner and 
the possibility of taking a rights based approach to the environment including looking at the 
opportunities around Public Sector Equality Duties. 
 
The Board noted the report. 

  
12 Board Work Programme 
12.1 Report on Board seminar 28 May 2019 
  
 The Clerk to the Board confirmed that the Agency Board in a session that morning had 

focussed on two items. 
 
The first session was on wild fish where the Board were updated on the current position and 
next steps. A discussion on expectations also took place. 
 
The second session on Ruthen water bank protection showed Board members photographs 
one year on and included a video from the farmer’s perspective of the restoration work. 
 
Following these items, the Board were also given an update on the implementation of the new 
Aquaculture regime and timescales for this. A discussion also took place on the Panorama 
programme on 20 May 2019. 
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The Board passed on its thanks to all involved. 
 
The Board noted the update. 

  
12.2 Board Member Engagement Activity  
  
 Fran van Dijk advised that she had attended a dinner at Glenmorangie in connection with the 

Native Oyster Restoration Alliance (NORA) Conference on 22 May 2019. The event was very 
interesting and looked at how oysters used to cover coastal areas as the seabed and how 
water clarity was different 100 years ago. Fran van Dijk noted that there was interest in 
exploring a Sustainable Growth Agreement. 
 
Michelle Francis advised that she had attended a BREXIT workshop on 1 May 2019. She also 
attended a roundtable discussion on 4 May 2019 with Christina Aquarius before she received 
her medal. A further meeting will take place on 4 July 2019. Michelle Francis advised a SEPA 
position on this work is required and it was agreed that this would be followed up outwith the 
meeting with Jo Green. 
 
Martin Hill advised that  he had chaired a development day for NHS Lothian on Environmental 
Sustainability. The event looked at pathways of care for older people, new care centres, 
leadership and business processes. Martin Hill advised that they would like to go more into 
impact assessment and would welcome advice from Jo Green. 
 
The Board noted the update. 

  
12.3 Board Buddy Register 
  
 The Clerk to the Board introduced the session and advised that the Register had been 

updated to reflect all recent Board Buddy activity. 
 
The Board noted the update. 

  
13 Action Note 

  
 The Clerk to the Board provided an update on the action note and drew attention to: 

 
Action 504: An Enforcement Update is planned for the June Strategy Board meeting. The 
action is ongoing. 
 
Action 537: The action was reworded following the Agency Board Meeting on 30 April 2019. 
The action is now closed. 
 
Action 553: This item is on the agenda for today, 28 May 2019 at item 10. This action is now 
closed. 
 
Action 559: The annual summary is on the agenda for today, 28 May 2019 at item 17. The 
action is closed. 
 
Action 561: The meeting with the British Hydro Association is expected to take place in June 
2019. The action is ongoing. 
 
Action 562: AMT continue to refine forward financial planning and identify efficiencies required 
to ensure that SEPA operates within its forecast outcome. The Board discussed the longer 
term financial planning that will feed through to Charging and asked that this be discussed 
further at the June Strategy Board meeting. The action is ongoing. 
 
Action 563: An email was sent to Senior Leaders asking them to contact the Clerk to the 
Board if interested. The action is ongoing. 
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Action 567: This has been added to the agenda for the Agency Board meeting on 26 
November 2019. This action is ongoing. 
 
Action 569: The AMT Lead has been changed to Ian Buchanan. A lead within the business 
has been identified and further information will be circulated. The action is ongoing. 
 
Action 571: This is being considered prior to discussions with Scottish Government. The action 
is ongoing. 
 
Action 572: This is being considered. The action is ongoing. 
 
Action 574: this action was split into two at the Agency Board meeting on 30 April 2019.  An 
update on the first part of the action will be provided at the June Strategy Board meeting and 
the second part of the action is now closed. 
 
The Board noted the updates and asked that deadlines be added for each action. 

  
14 Any Other Business  
  
14.1 EU Elections 

 
Michelle Francis raised the item and asked if, given recent events, SEPA should be updating 
its work on EU exit. 
 
Neil Deasley advised that this will begin at the end of August 2019. A roadmap is being 
created for the next five months and work has begun internally.  He confirmed that an update 
had been sent to Board Buddies earlier that day, 28 May 2019. 

  
15 Date and time of next meeting 

  
 The next meeting will be held on 30 July 2019 at 1.00pm. 

 
The following items were considered by the Board members and officers in private session 
 

16 Materials Update  
  
 The Board noted the update. 
  
17 Commercial Services Annual Report (SEPA 23/19) 
  
 The Board approved the strategy and noted the report. 

 


